Atomic and molecular processes in volumetric recombination phenomena relevant to divertor detachment are investigated in a divertor simulator MAP (Material and Plasma) -II. In the recombining plasmas, quantitative measurements of parameters, especially using a Langmuir probe, are diffi cult, so that the development of alternative diagnostics is important. Recombination can be induced in He plasma by puffi ng of He or H 2 . In the He puffi ng case, the Rydberg spectra show an electron temperature of lower than 0.1 eV, while in the H 2 puffi ng case, the Rydberg spectra disappear even though the reduction of the ion fl ux is apparent, showing that another type of recombination occurs. Negative hydrogen ions are observed in the peripheral region of the plasma column.
Introduction
Enhancement of recombination processes in the plasma volume to achieve a detached plasma is one of the most promising scenarios for the reduction of particle and heat fl uxes onto the divertor plate in magnetic confi nement fusion devices. In order to cool the divertor/edge plasmas, especially electrons, towards the recombination regime, where the momentum of the plasma is not conserved along the magnetic fi eld, fuelling gases H 2 or D 2 , or more actively, rare gases such as Ne or Ar, are puffed into the divertor region as radiators [1] .
In addition to conventional electron-ion recombination processes characterized by radiative and three-body recombinations, molecular assisted/activated recombination (MAR) processes induced by the hydrogen [2] or hydrocarbon [3] puffi ng recently have been revealed to have the capability to contribute to the volumetric recombination. The conditions for each process to be effective strongly depend on the plasma parameters, such as electron temperature T e and electron density n e . Therefore, it is important to apply reliable diagnostics to investigate detached recombining plasmas.
One diffi culty in investigating recombining detached plasmas is the anomaly in the Langmuir probe current (I)-voltage (V) characteristics as reported in refs. [4] [5] [6] . The measured value of T e "appears" to increase as ion fl ux decreases due to recombination, even though there is no apparent mechanism of heating. Another diffi culty is in the determination of the lowest principal quantum number of the Rydberg states above which atomic Boltzmann plot method can be performed for the measurement of the electron temperature.
For the purpose of exploring plasma-wall or plasmagas interaction in the divertor/edge region, steady-state linear plasma devices, which simulate the open magnetic fi eld from the scrape-off layer (SOL) to the divertor plate, have been regarded as useful. Many machines are operating following this concept, such as the Plasma Interaction Surface Component Experimental Station (PISCES)-A [7] and -B [8] in UCSD (USA), PSI-2 [9] in IPP-Berlin, LENTA [10] in the Kurchatov Institute (Russia), the UMIST linear system (ULS) [11] in UMIST (UK), the Test Plasma by Direct Current (TPD)-II [12] in NIFS (Japan), Nagoya Divertor Simulator (NAGDIS)-I [13] and -II [14] in Nagoya Univ. (Japan) or TPDSHEET-IV [15] in Tokai Univ. (Japan).
Our first generation single-chamber device, MAP (material(s) and plasma), was developed by Bolt and Tanaka for the purpose of investigating mainly material erosion phenomena by plasma irradiation in about 1990 [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] in the Tokai-mura site of the University of Tokyo. MAP was modifi ed to a dual-chamber device MAP-II in 1999, which enabled the gas-target experiments and expanded the controllability of the discharge conditions [22] . Stabilized power supplies and a full turbo molecular pumping system have been applied from 2001. Consequently, the time invariance and the reproducibility of the plasma parameters have been improved to a great extent.
In the present paper, we fi rst review the atomic and molecular processes relevant to the divertor detachment and the spectroscopic methods used to observe them in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, we describe the detailed apparatus of the MAP-II device and the diagnostics installed for the purpose of investigating the key phenomena in each recombination processes. Then, measurements of Rydberg spectra in electron-ion recombination (EIR) plasmas and negative ions in H 2 -MAR plasmas, together with the vibrational distribution of the molecular hydrogen, are reviewed in Sec. 4. The paper concludes with a summary and a discussion of future prospects.
Atomic and Molecular Processes Relevant
to Divertor Plasma Detachment and their Diagnostics 2.1 Electron-Ion Recombination (EIR) 2.
Atomic boltzmann plot method
General volumetric recombination processes, EIR, are categorized into:
(a) e + A + → A(n = p) + hv : radiative recombination (RR), (b) e + e + A + → A(n = p) + e : three-body recombination (3BR), where n represents the principal quantum number. In the case of a free-electron being captured into an n = p excited state, both processes can emit a line spectrum as A(n = p) → A(n = q) + hv q←p : radiative decay, where p > q. These recombination processes overcome the ionization processes under high density (typically ≥ 10 13 cm -3 ) and low temperature (typically ≤ 1 eV ) conditions.
The spectral intensities I q←p from the upper energy level E p can be represented, in thermal equilibrium plasmas, by the natural logarithmic form, , (1) where A q←p and λ q←p denote the spontaneous emission coeffi cient and the wavelength of the n = p to q transition, respectively, while g p is the statistical weight in the upper state p and k is the Boltzmann constant. The argument of the natural logarithm is proportional to the population density per degeneracy of the p state. Since the Rydberg state electrons can easily achieve the partial local thermal equilibrium (p-LTE) with free electrons, plots of the left-hand side of Eq. (1) show a linear dependence on E p , at least in highly excited states. Because the emission intensity of the EIR spectra depends on the electron density n e and the electron temperature T e , the line-integral intensities are weighted by the intensity profi le. Therefore, from the reciprocal of the slope, this so-called atomic Boltzmann plot method yields T e at the brightest point (usually the low temperature peripheral region is brighter) [23, 24] .
In passive spectroscopy, the Rydberg spectra can only be observed when suffi cient electrons are supplied to the p-LTE states. Hence, the presence of the Rydberg spectra can be regarded as indicative of the EIR phenomena.
Collisional-radiative model
In the atomic Boltzmann plot, determination of the lowest n usable for the fi tting procedure is ambiguous. This is because the negative slope gradually decreases as the lowest n chosen decreases. Application of a collisional-radiative (CR) model is an alternative method to fi nd the best-fi t line intensity ratio which is dependent on the plasma parameters. In this case, a reliable atomic data set, especially for electron-impact excitation and de-excitation cross-sections, is indispensable.
The CR model for the neutral Helium line (He I) was developed by Fujimoto [25] and updated by Goto [26] . We made a modifi cation to Goto's code to deal with the radiation trapping in the cylindrical geometry of the MAP-II plasmas based on Otsuka's formulation [27] , as described in Sec. 4.1.
In the CR model for He I, the population density of the n = p state for a given T e and n e can be written as:
n( p, T e , n e ) = r 0 n e n i + r 1 n e n(1 1 S) + r 2 n e n(2 1 S) + r 3 n e n(2 3 S), (2) where r i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) represent population coeffi cients which describe the contribution from the population densities of ionic, ground 1 1 S, meta-stable 2 1 S and meta-stable 2 3 S states, respectively. In the recombining plasma, the last three terms become negligible and the population ratio can be determined only from r 0 . [30] although in the case of A being H, they are not distinguishable. In channel (c), negative hydrogen ions play an important role in recombination processes [28, 29] .
Molecular
Observations of the atomic and molecular processes which dominate H 2 -MAR rely on the measurement of H*, H -and H 2 (v). The excited state population of H*, especially n = 2-4, is evaluated from the deviation from the calculation results obtained using a CR model without taking MAR into consideration [31] . The H -density can be measured using the laser photodetachment (LPD) method [32] as described below. Furthermore, it is desirable to measure the density of H 2 (v) at the same time.
Combined scheme of the eclipse laser photodetachment method and the double probe for negative hydrogen ions in detached plasmas
The negative ion density can be measured based on the following photodetachment process due to the laser photon which has an energy hv:
(g) H -+ hv → H + e : Photodetachment (PD). Excess electrons released from the negative ions correspond to the negative ion destroyed due to laser injection. To collect these electrons, an L-shaped electrostatic probe with a positive bias, V p , is commonly used so that its interaction surface with the laser channel is long. Because the sensitivities of the electron current, I e , to the electron density, n e , at the space potential, V s , and at the positive bias, V p , can be regarded as equal, the following simple formula can apply in the case of using a laser operating at the saturation pulse energy density of process (g): , (3) where n e is determined from the I-V characteristics of the single probe together with T e .
Bacal fi rst applied this method to the plasmas containing negative hydrogen ions [32] . It has been followed by a considerable number of theoretical and experimental studies on the interpretation of the waveform of the LPD signal detected by a probe, through the development of so-called negative ion sources (see ref. [33] and the references therein). Recently, since much attention has been paid to the role of negative ions in plasma recombination, the LPD method has also been applied to the divertor simulators such as MAP-II [34] and TPDSHEET-IV [15] . A common characteristic of the negative ions in the divertor-simulating discharge plasmas is that they localize in the peripheral region of the plasma column where the electron temperature is low (the details are described in Sec.
4.2).
In the application of the laser photodetachment (LPD) method to divertor plasmas, we have identifi ed three diffi culties: 1) an anomaly in the probe characteristics [4] [5] [6] , 2) ablation of the probe surface adsorbates which are ionized due to the electron impact processes [35] , and 3) the effect of the magnetic fi eld. The item 1) disturbs the T e measurement which is necessary for the determination of n e in Eq. (3). Consequently, n e deduced from the electron current does not correspond to the electron density.
For the purpose of compensating for the single probe anomaly, one should return to the direct relationship between the excess electron density, Δn e , and the excess electron current, ΔI e , at the space potential V s , given as:
, (4) where S is the probe surface area and m e is the electron mass. In this equation, T e should be approximated by a plausible value [36] . We assume that the anomaly appears only in the bulk electron current and not in the excess electron current, since the excess electron swarm is produced at a quite short distance from the probe. In fact, the collection region for the photodetached electron is smaller than the laser radius in our experimental regime [37] .
Another ambiguity in Eq. (4) is the difference between the probe bias V p and the space potential V s (usually V p > V s ). It may safely be assumed, however, that the degree of electron current reduction due to the plasma impedance or potential bursts [6] does not depend on the probe bias voltage. Therefore, we have the following more direct representation:
It has been reported that the double probe provides more reliable values in detached recombining plasmas [6] . Therefore, if T e in the equation is measured by a double probe at the same position, the negative ion density can be obtained [38] .
Concerning item 2), the superposition of the probe surface ablation signal onto the photodetached excess electron current leads to an overestimation of the negative ion density even using a laser pulse energy density lower than the saturation pulse energy density of the PD process (typically 50 mJ/cm 2 for 532 nm). This is especially true when the electron density is high and when gases other than hydrogen, such as helium, hydrocarbons or their mixture with hydrogen are used. Ablation phenomena can be detected by a negatively biased probe since ions are also produced through the ionizations of neutrals whereas no ions are produced through the PD process. We have revealed that the ablation occurs from the loss of the thermal balance between the adsorbing/implanting and desorbing/released contaminants [35] . Formation of helium blisters may be an enhancement factor. In fact, using an in-situ heated probe, the ablation phenomena are reduced and the use of pure hydrogen gas increases the threshold pulse energy density for the onset of ablation up to several hundred mJ/cm 2 [39] . This is due to the fact that in a pure hydrogen discharge, cleaning of the probe surface through hydrogen chemical reactions overcomes contamination. For the purpose of actively avoiding the ablation phenomena, we have developed a novel method called Eclipse-LPD [40] . A thin wire is installed in the laser channel to shield the probe tip from the irradiation of the laser pulse, just as the earth shields the moon from the irradiation of the sunlight during a lunar eclipse. This method also has the capability of measuring the thicknesses of the electron sheath and the collection region of photodetached electrons (PDE's), which are described in detail in ref. [37] . The collection region of the PDE's can be defi ned by the minimum laser diameter which can supply enough excess electrons to the probe circuit. In other words, the signal cannot reach its peak corresponding to the negative ion density if a laser diameter is smaller than the collection region. Because the collection region of PDE's might be elongated due to the existence of the magnetic fi eld (item 3), it is important to check if the laser diameter is larger than the collection region of the PDE's measured using the Eclipse-LPD.
For the measurement of the negative ions in the detached recombining plasmas, we have proposed the combined scheme of the Eclipse-LPD and the double probe, in which T e in Eq. (5) is measured with the double probe mounted in the same probe head as the L-shaped probe for the Eclipse-LPD.
Fulcher-band spectroscopy for H 2 (v)
Most direct emission spectroscopy to obtain the vibrational distribution in the ground electronic state of molecular hydrogen, X 1 Σ + g , is the one by which the radiative decay from the B 1 Σ + u or C 1 Π u state is measured [41] . However, these wavelengths are in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) region and installing the measurement system in the divertor region is complicated. In contrast, the Fulcher-α system, d
, has a relatively strong intensity in the visible region, so that it has been applied as an indirect measurement of the vibrational distribution, although only the vibronic state up to v′ = 3 can be measured due to the predissociation of the d 3 Π u state. The Fulcher-band spectroscopy has been employed for the indirect determination of the gas temperature of technical plasmas [42] . In the mid-90s, Fantz applied this method to microwave discharge plasmas [43] and then to the divertor region of the ASDEX-U Tokamak [44] , which received considerable attention because of its importance in the study of the vibrational distribution of the molecular hydrogen in the divertor/edge plasmas. Because it is known that the intensities of the P and R branches in the ro-vibronic Fulcher transitions do not follow the Hönl-London branching ratio (i.e., "irregular" intensity ratio), whereas the Q branch exhibits a "regular" intensity ratio [45] , the Q branch spectra have been used in the analysis.
We have developed in ref. [46] an analysis method by assuming the ground state (X 1 Σ + g ) Boltzmann populations both for vibrational (v) and rotational (J) distributions, which correspond to the equivalent temperatures, T X vib and T X rot , respectively, , (6) where C v is a normalization constant to satisfy the requirement that the sum of the Eq. (6) with respect to J gives the vibrational population N Xv . The degeneracy of the nuclear spin g J as stands for "asymmetric" or "symmetric" depending on the symmetry of the level J. In H 2 , levels of odd J in d (7) where h and c are the Planck constant and the light velocity, respectively.
The ro-vibronic structure of for the diagonal band can be well described by the Franck-Condon factor q v′v″ [43] and the Hönl-London factor for the P, Q or R branch, namely, . (8) Note that .
(9)
The ro-vibrational structure in the excitation rate is evaluated from the adiabatic approximation [47] combined with Gryzinski's semi-classical electron exchange cross-sections [48] : , , (10) where are the multi-polar components of the partial crosssection determined in ref. [47] , which are 0.76, 0.122, 0.1, and 0.014 for r = 1~4. Note that the dipolar component of , namely, with r = 1 corresponds to the Hönl-London factor for the X to d transition. Kronecker's delta represents the selection rule for the symmetry of the nuclear spin. The spin multiplicity is so small that the rotational quantum number without spin, K, can be replaced by J in this case.
It has been confi rmed that the upper Fulcher state populations deduced from this fi tting function are consistent with the value obtained from the conventional way in which the upper state rotational distributions are fi t to the rotational temperature using the molecular Boltzmann plot method for each vibronic state, , namely, ,
if the same and are used. So the conventional way also applies although the usable vibronic lines to determine T X vib are limited to 4. One of the merits in our fi tting scheme to determine T X rot and T X vib is that many lines, say about 14, can be used so that the results are less infl uenced by the line contamination or noise.
Through this procedure, we have revealed, that the sum of the P and R branches exhibits "regular" intensity ratio while the rotational temperature is still anomalous [49, 50] . In the present analysis, therefore, we also used only the Q branch spectra in the ro-vibrational analysis of the Fulcher-band.
A CR model is applied to the H atom. The code used in the present study is the simplest one in which only hydrogen atoms can be treated. The dissociative excitation rate of H 2 scales as the inverse power of 6 of the principal quantum number n while the direct electron impact excitation rate of H atoms scales as the inverse power of 3 [51] . This suggests that the molecular contribution to the Balmer series emission decreases as n increases. Therefore, the ratio of H atomic to H 2 molecular densities is evaluated from the ratio of photon fl uxes, ε of H δ to the Fulcher-α, namely, (12) where is the effective cross-section for populating to the n = 6 state of the hydrogen atom, B(H δ ) is the branching ratio of the radiative transition and is the total excitation rate of the Fulcher band based on the coronal model. Then, letting F = [H]/[H 2 ], the degree of dissociation can be represented as F/(F+2). Since the degree of dissociation is low in the present conditions (especially in the detached regime), the error or ambiguity in the determination of the molecular density based on Eq. (12), which is required for estimating the negative ion production, is negligible.
It should be noted that unlike in EIR plasmas, the H γ /H α or H δ /H α ratio, which is widely used in the divertor diagnostics in fusion devices [52] , does not directly indicate the recombination in MAR plasmas. In the EIR plasmas, as will be seen in Sec. 4.1, the population per degeneracy of n = 5 (H γ ) or 6 (H δ ) state is larger than that of the n = 3 (H α ) state. However, the electron temperature in the MAR plasmas is usually still in the ionizing regime.
Experimental Setup 3.1 Divertor/edge plasma simulator MAP-II
A dual-chamber steady-state linear divertor/edge plasma simulator, MAP-II, is schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) . A longitudinal magnetic fi eld of 15-20 mT is formed using 8 solenoid coils of 0.353 m in radius for the 90-turn larger coils and 0.154 m in radius for the 152-turn smaller ones. One of the smaller coils was replaced with a larger one in late 2002, when the device was moved to the Tokyo site of the Univ. Tokyo. As a result, the uniformity of the fi eld in the target chamber has been improved, as can be seen in Fig. 1(b) .
The detailed structure of the plasma source together with the discharge circuit is shown in Fig. 2 . Power supplies (PS) for the main discharge are PS1 (250 V-20 A), PS2 (350 V-20 A) and PS3 (180 V-75 A). The former two are connected in series to each other and in parallel with PS3. This system satisfi es the requirement both for glow and arc discharges. Each PS is electrically protected by means of a diode. A fl at LaB 6 disk 30 mm in diameter having a hole 5 mm in diameter is used as a cathode while a water-cooled stainless steel nipple is used as an anode. The working gas, Ar, He or H 2 is injected into the source region through the hole in the cathode disk. Plasma is initiated by a glow discharge of about 200 mA at about 0.5-1 Torr. A typical discharge voltage for Ar, which is the most effective for the initial gas, is about 150 V, while the spark voltage is about 300-400 V. By controlling the variable ballast registers, transition to an arc discharge of about 40 V-1 A is achieved. This transition can be assisted by indirectly heating the cathode by means of a tungsten fi lament with a power of up to about 400 W. After the transition to the arc discharge, the current is further increased up to around 15 A, and then, the base pressure is reduced to several mTorr, which forms the core plasma stream with a diameter of about 5 cm. The working gas can be switched at this point if necessary. The discharge current can be further increased to the usual discharge condition of 30-50 A, while the resultant discharge voltage is 40-100 V, depending on the gas and the pressure. The plasmas are transmitted through a fi rst chamber (source chamber) into a second chamber (gas target chamber) at a distance of 1.5 m from the plasma source along a longitudinal magnetic fi eld and terminated on the fl oating target plate.
The pump in the source chamber has been changed from a 3000 L/s diffusion pump (DP) to a 550 L/s turbo molecular pump (TMP) in 2003, and then recently to a 1600 L/s TMP, while that in the target chamber is a 1300 L/s TMP. For "attached" plasma conditions, in many cases, differential pumping operation is chosen in order to reduce the electron-neutral interactions [22] . To achieve a "detached" condition, however, it is easier if the pump for the source chamber is valved off, since this leads to a lowering of the electron temperature at the entrance of the target chamber to around 4-6 eV. Then, He, H 2 or Hydrocarbon gas can be puffed into the target chamber [53, 54] .
Diagnostics
A Langmuir probe system is used for electron density (n e ), temperature (T e ), and electron energy distribution function (EEDF) measurement. The EEDF can be modifi ed to some extent by controlling the feed gas rate into the discharge region [55] . A Mach probe, slit probe (SP) and directional Langmuir probe (DLP) are used for the plasma fl ow measurement [56, 57] . An L-shaped electrostatic probe is applied in a laser photodetachment (LPD) system for negative ion density measurements, which is combined with a dye laser pumped by second harmonic Nd:YAG laser pulses (532 nm) or with a Nd:YAG laser (532 or 1064 nm). Recently the laser has also been used for a Thomson scattering measurement [58, 59] .
A 1 m Czerny-Turner scanning monochromator was used for optical measurements. A 1200 grooves/mm brazed and 2400 grooves/mm holographic gratings can be selected. The spectrometer is equipped with dual output ports, one for the photo-multiplier tube (PMT) and the other for charge coupled device (CCD) detectors. The former is for the scanning spectrogram yielding a wider range of the spectra, and the latter is for the line-shape measurement such as ion temperature and fl ow velocity [60] . For the latter, astigmatism caused by the spherical mirrors is compensated for by using image expander optics equipped with two cylindrical lenses [61] . The typical wavelength resolution in the present work is less than 0.03 nm at a 50 μm slit width in the case of using the 2400 grooves/mm grating. The collection area of the emission can be varied depending on the object lens in front of the fi ber-optical system.
In this series of experiments, a probe for the LPD is located about 5 cm upstream from the line-of sight for spectroscopy. The probe is also used for measurements of the general plasma parameters.
A list of diagnostics in the present MAP-II device and the typical plasma parameters measured by them are shown in Table 1 . 
Results and Discussion

Electron-ion recombination spectra
In this experiment, the discharge voltage and current were 71 V and 30 A, respectively. An EIR plasma can be achieved by valving off the differential pumping, operating with a little higher feeding rate of the working gas into the source region to achieve a higher base pressure and a lower electron temperature, and then puffi ng additional He gas into the target chamber. The base neutral pressure at the target chamber was set to 3.1 mTorr, which was measured using the BARATRON gauge. A small amount of hydrogen gas was seeded in the helium source gas, only a few percent, in order to observe the hydrogen Balmer series spectra. This hydrogen cannot affect the He discharge conditions.
The neutral pressure was increased up to 18 mTorr. A scanning spectrogram over the visible region was obtained and the atomic Boltzmann plot method was performed. The Rydberg spectra was observed, which indicated the EIR phase. As shown in Fig. 3 , the slopes of the plot at the higher energy level are almost linear for both the He I triplet (a), He I singlet (b) and H I (c) cases.
The population of the excited state higher than n = 8 exhibits p-LTE. Considering the possible small uncertainty in the spontaneous emission coeffi cients in the Rydberg helium atom, T e is deduced from the respective term series, namely 0.11 eV from (2 1 P-n 1 S, n = 9-11), 0.07 eV from (2 1 S-n 1 P, n = 9-11), 0.08 eV from (2 1 P-n 1 D, n = 9-14), 0.06 eV from (2 3 P-n 3 S, n = 9-13), and 0.07 eV from (2 3 P-n 3 D, n = 9-18). Wavelengths of the Rydberg spectra of the 2 3 S-n 3 P series are shorter than the lower limit of the spectroscopic system. It should be noted that the Hydrogen Balmer series up to n = 13 is also observed [36] .
The electron temperature determined from the hydrogen Rydberg series (n = 9-13) was revealed to be 0.06 eV, showing a similar value to that from the He series, which confi rms the achievement of the p-LTE.
As mentioned in Sec. 2.1.2, however, the lowest state used in the Boltzmann plot method is sometimes not clear. We have therefore applied the CR-model for HeI to the EIR plasmas. The electron temperature and density are determined from the best-fi t of the CR-model to the experimental data. Since series spectra can be observed up to a highly excited state in EIR plasmas, the accuracy of the fi tting is reliable as can be seen in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that the radiation trapping should be taken into account even for using a triplet series to obtain density, since a collisional redistribution between the singlet and the triplet series has a signifi cant contribution to the population coeffi cients [62] . On the other hand, the modifi cation of the deduced electron temperature due to radiation trapping is negligible. For the dimension of the system, L, in the optical escape factor, in our condition, the radius of the hot plasma column 25 mm was used. Figure  5(a) shows the comparison of the distribution calculated based on the Boltzmann plot with that based on the CR model for the triplet-D series. One can see that, in the study of the EIR plasmas, p-LTE may be a substantially good approximation , while it is better to use the CR model for lower density. In order to evaluate the quantitative deviation of the Boltzmann plot method from the CR model, we performed the Boltzmann plot on the population distribution of the triplet-D series reproduced based on the CR model for T e = 0.05 eV. Although the deviation depends on the electron density and temperature, one can see from Fig. 5(b) quantitatively that T e from the Boltzmann plot approaches that from the CR-model as the lowest value of n increases. The difference is rather small for n ≥ 9 where the spectral intensity becomes weaker and the interval becomes narrower. If the error in the intensity is large and the number of the levels is limited, the CR model provides more reliable values of T e . Furthermore, at least rough values of n e can also be obtained using the CR model, if an appropriate absorption length is assumed.
It should be noted that the Boltzmann distribution for the electrons is assumed in the collisional excitation rates in the CR models. On the other hand, it is diffi cult to determine the EEDF in recombining plasmas, since the probe cannot be applied due to the anomaly. However, the fact that the Boltzmann plot method (not affected by the excitation rate) and the CR model calculation (dominated by the collisional processes) give the same electron temperature implies that the bounded electrons in the Rydberg states achieve equilibrium with the free electrons through collisional processes. Therefore, we think that the Boltzmann EEDF is a good approximation in a practical sense, at least in the Rydberg states where T e can be deduced. This should be confi rmed in a future study. Figure 6 shows the relative population density in the excited state as a function of the principal quantum number in the cases of He puff to achieve He-EIR (18 mTorr), H 2 puff to achieve weak MAR (4.5 mTorr), and H 2 -puff to achieve stronger H 2 -MAR (7.3 mTorr). Note that the ion fl ux measured in the target chamber is almost equal for He-EIR (18 mTorr) and weak H 2 -MAR as can be seen in Fig. 7(a) . As seen in Fig. 6 , the Rydberg series population observed in the EIR plasma completely disappears in the case of hydrogen puffi ng, and the line emission is no longer in the p-LTE, as reported by Ohno et al. [63] . At the same time, negative hydrogen ions can be observed in the peripheral region of the plasma stream, as shown in Fig. 7(b) , where the electron temperature is expected to be low. One should bear in mind that, in this series of experiments in 2003, only a single Langmuir probe was used, so that the obtained values of T e , and consequently n e were not reliable due to the anomalous probe characteristics as mentioned in Sec. 1. We assumed T e = 1 eV and used Eq. (4) for a rough estimate of the negative ion density.
Study of hydrogen-MAR processes
This ambiguity in the determination of the negative ion density has been resolved in 2004 by mounting the double probe on the same probe head as the L-shaped probe for LPD, as mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2. Therefore quantitative discussions of the production-depletion balance of the negative ion become possible together with the vibrational temperature measured by Fulcher spectroscopy. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the measured parameters on gas pressure. As the H 2 -MAR processes proceed, negative ion density averaged over the peak position r = 4-6 cm (a) exhibits a remarkable decrease. The initial increase is attributed to the initial injection of the H 2 gas. The remarkable decrease in the ion saturation current (b) as the hydrogen gas increases indicates the onset of the MAR processes. This was previously described in ref. [54] where a comparative investigation was made between the case of He, H 2 and hydrocarbon puffi ng into the He background plasma stream. We have checked in ref. [38] that T e does not change so much over this pressure range, implying that the reduction of the ion fl ux corresponds mainly to that of the electron density. Both results indicate that the ratio of the negative ion density to the electron density is almost constant during this MAR phase. In order to clarify the behaviors of the negative ions in the H 2 -MAR plasmas, we evaluated the negative ion density from a steady state solution of the following simple rate equation [34, 38] :
, (13) where α e,H 2 , α H + ,H -and α e,H -are the rate coeffi cients for dissociative attachment (DA), mutual neutralization (MN) and electron impact detachment (EDet), respectively [64] [65] [66] . We assumed in the equation that the vibrational distribution of H 2 in the ground electronic state is Boltzmann, namely that it can be characterized by T vib , and that the MN rates for H 2 + and He + are equal to that of H + . We fi rst neglect the contribution from the transport term and discuss it later.
As input parameters, T vib and H 2 density were measured as a function of the total neutral pressure together with the routine plasma parameters, such as n e or T e . The hydrogen molecular density was deduced from the total pressure measured with a BARATRON gauge, the helium partial pressure measured with quadrupole mass analyzer (QMA), and a Fulcher-Balmer ratio described in Eq. (12) . As seen from the comparison between Fig. 8(a) and (d), measured negative ion density is on the same order with the calculations in the initial part, while the calculation results show considerably lower density as the pressure increases.
As reported in ref. [38] , we suspected that the negative ions in the MAR condition are mainly produced in the core region and transported to the periphery without encountering destruction processes such as MN or EDet. On the other hand, in the attached condition, reported in ref. [34] , transport loss from the peripheral region should be taken into consideration to reproduce the negative ion density.
The lifetime of the negative ions can be estimated from the reciprocal of the destruction rate. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the destruction rate between the attached and detached conditions for the negative ions at the center of the plasma column. The data in both conditions have been reported in refs. [34] and [38] , respectively. Even at the same pressure in the gas target chamber, the electron density and temperature are different depending on the operation conditions. In the initial condition of the MAR, the lifetime is about a few μs which is comparable to that in the attached case. However, as the H 2 -MAR process proceeds, the lifetime is greatly lengthened. The drift velocity of the negative ions deduced from the temporal waveforms of the LPD signals [37] is on the order of several km/s, yielding a travel distance of at least several cm. This characteristic scale length increases as the H 2 -MAR process proceeds, which does not contradict the qualitative observations. Kinetic treatments or particle simulations are necessary for more qualitative discussions including the radial profi les of the production, destruction and transport effects. These topics will be subjects of study in the future. Another possible reason for the discrepancy is the departure from a Boltzmann distribution of the vibrational distribution function in the ground electronic state of the hydrogen molecules. As can be understood from the Franck-Condon factors for the X-d excitation in the H 2 molecule, the Fulcher-α band is sensitive to the vibrational distribution for v ≤ 4, while the main contributor to the negative ion production is the population in v ≥ 4. Therefore, if a "tail", "bi-Maxwellian" or "plateau" region exists in the vibrational distribution in the ground electronic state, the production cannot be predicted from the Fulcher band spectroscopy on the basis of the T vib . Our kinetic modeling for the mechanism of the vibrational distribution [67] , as well as several calculations and LIF measurements [68] , indicates a departure from a Boltzmann distribution. Our recent results from the Fulcher-band spectroscopy indicate that, when increasing the H 2 pressure in the MAR plasmas, the deduced T vib depends greatly on the input values of T e in the analysis, whereas the observed intensity ratio of the vibronic transitions are not so greatly changed. This may be the possible reason for the non-thermalized feature of the vibrational distribution in the ground electronic state. This should also be investigated in the future.
Summary and Future Prospects
We have reviewed the measurement techniques which can be used for the study of the volumetric recombining plasmas dominated by He-EIR and/or H 2 -MAR. Quantitative comparison between the Boltzmann plot method and the CRmodel were made in the He-EIR plasmas. T e obtained by both methods agrees well in the considerably high density region, while the absorption scale length of the 1 1 S-n 1 P series should be taking into account for the determination of the electron density even when using the triplet series. In the study of the H 2 -MAR, negative hydrogen ion density, vibrational temperature of the hydrogen molecules, and molecular density were measured at the same time. Then, the measured negative ion density was compared with the theoretical calculation based on the rate equation without the transport term. Transport effects were discussed both in the attached and detached conditions and we concluded that the magnitude of the destruction rate and the travel distance are the key factors to understand this. Kinetics of the negative ion behavior and/or the non-equilibrium feature of the vibrational distribution of the molecular hydrogen might be clarifi ed by further investigation.
Moreover, the contribution of molecular ions such as H 2 + , H 3 + and HeH + or of hydrocarbon radicals to the MAR processes also needs to be clarifi ed for a complete understanding of the atomic and molecular processes relevant to the diverter detachment. We believe that this can lead not only to the useful monitoring of the divertor plasmas but also to the proposal of an effective scenario for divertor operation to mitigate the particle and heat loads to the divertor plates [54, 69] . Fig. 9 Comparison of the destruction rate of the negative ions produced at the center of the plasma column between attached [34] and detached [38] conditions. The reciprocal of the value represents the lifetime of the negative ions.
